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A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON A PROSPECTIVE
RANDOMIZED, DOUBLE-BLIND, CONTROLLED
STUDY OF OXYGEN AND OXYGEN-HELIUM IN
THE TREATMENT OF AIR-DIVING
DECOMPRESSION ILLNESS
Alison Drewry and Des Gorman

Abstract
The treatment of Australasian recreational divers
with decompression illness using the United States Navy
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recompression algorithms has a high failure rate. Oxygenhelium gas mixtures may have some advantages over oxygen alone in such therapy, and consequently, a prospective
randomized double-blind controlled study of oxygen and
oxygen-helium in the treatment of air-based decompression
illness has been initiated at the Royal New Zealand Naval
Hospital in Auckland. Thirty patients have been studied in
the first 4 months of 1992.

Introduction
The treatment of recreational air-divers with decompression illness (DCI) in Australasia is largely based on the
“minimal recompression oxygen” tables promulgated by the
United States Navy (USN) in 1965.1 Although the USN,
both initially and still, reports high resolution rates with the
use of these treatments in its own naval divers,2,3 this is not
the current experience in injured recreational divers in
Australasia. Failure rates (incomplete resolution of symptoms and signs) vary between 37% in Melbourne (1991; 100
divers),4 32% (neuropsychiatric sequelae) and 48% (abnormal EEG recordings) in Sydney (1987; 87 divers),5 54% in
Auckland (1990; 125 divers)6 and 54% in Adelaide (1988;
64 divers).7 These failure rates do not vary significantly
between facilities and the total number of patients treated
and surveyed is large. It is also noteworthy that these failure
rates exceed those reported in 1964 for both the 30 and 50
msw oxygen-nitrogen (air) recompression treatment tables.8
Although these injured USN divers and their follow-up are
not directly comparable with the nature and assessment of
contemporary injured Australasian recreational divers,4,5 the
“high” failure rates reported in 19648 were used to justify the
development of the 1965 alternatives (those in current use)1
The same arguments then, used to introduce these “minimal
recompression oxygen” tables can now be used to justify the
development and testing of alternative therapies, at least for
the treatment of recreational divers in Australasia.
The “minimum recompression oxygen” tables are a
compromise between ambient pressure and oxygen toxicity,
however the use of 2.8 bar inspired oxygen tension is
nevertheless toxic to the injured brain.9 An alternative is to
use oxygen-helium mixtures at the same or greater ambient
pressures, but such that the inspired oxygen tension is kept
between 1 and 2 bar. The ideal inspired oxygen tension for
treatment of DCI in vivo is 2 bar10, but the optimal dose of
oxygen to inhibit bubble-induced polymorphonuclear leucocyte (PMNL) accumulation (see below) has not yet been
determined.11 Although some studies of cardiopulmonary
decompression illness in dogs and guinea pigs have failed to
demonstrate any advantage,12,13 oxygen-helium breathing
has resulted in faster shrinkage of air bubbles in rat adipose
tissue 14 and spinal cord white matter15 than when either air
or oxygen are breathed. This is explained by net gas flux
being determined by both gas solubility and diffusion.
Importantly, there is no evidence that oxygen-helium breathing causes air bubbles to grow in aqueous tissues such as
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skeletal muscle and tendon; instead, such bubbles have been
shown to shrink.16 There is also anecdotal clinical support
for oxygen-helium treatment of DCI which develops following air diving.17
It is now apparent that significant pathology in DCI
is due to the “biochemical” effects that bubbles have and not
solely to the long-espoused “mechanical”, “compressive” or
“occlusive” effects. Both DCI evolution and sensitivity in
rabbits is dependent upon complement protein activity.18-20
The brain dysfunction that follow air embolism of the brain
in rabbits21 and dogs22,23 is largely due to an accumulation of
PMNLS and a consequent fall in brain blood flow. Not
surprisingly, measures adjuvant to recompression that may
ameliorate these “biochemical” effects are being sought; at
present, only lignocaine infusion is ready for human trials.
Lignocaine may act either by stabilising membranes or by
inhibiting PMNL accumulation and its toxicity or both. It is
effective in cats and dogs with DCI both prophylactically 24
and therapeutically.25,26 The benefit of lignocaine may actually be additive to that of hyperbaric oxygen.26,27 Lignocaine
has already been used in humans with DCI.28
Consequently, it was decided to start a prospective,
randomised, double-blind, controlled study of oxygen-helium in the primary treatment of air-diving DCI, and a
secondary study of lignocaine versus a placebo in DCI
refractory to recompression (This will be the subject of a
further report).

Methods
The trial has been approved by the Royal New
Zealand Navy Human Ethics Committee and has begun at
the Naval Hospital at Auckland. This facility treats about 40
to 50 recreational divers with DCI annually.6 When database
management and other protocol-specific issues are settled, it
is intended to recruit both the Royal Australian Navy School
of Underwater Medicine, at HMAS PENGUIN in Sydney,
(about 25 to 30 divers a year)5 and the Royal Adelaide
Hospital Hyperbaric Medicine Unit (about 25 to 30 divers
annually)7 into the study, as both of these facilities are
capable of oxygen-helium recompression.
All recreational divers with DCI after air diving who
present for treatment, regardless of the duration of their signs
and symptoms, are compressed to 2.8 bar absolute. All
receive intravenous fluids (1 litre of normal saline over 1
hour and then 1 litre 4 hourly), but no chemotherapy. These
patients are randomly allocated (Alpha and Bravo cards) to
Group Alpha (50/50 oxygen-helium) or Bravo (100% oxygen). The randomisation is stratified into those presenting
within 48 hours and those 48 hours or more after the onset of
their symptoms. Neither the attendant medical officer nor
the patient is made aware of the allocated group. The
allocated gases are breathed on arrival at 18 m and for a
further 45 minutes. If this produces an 80% or greater
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improvement (see scoring system below), then a USN Table
629 pressure profile is completed, with extensions if the
response is less than complete. Group Alpha breathes
oxygen-helium instead of 100% oxygen and has no air
breaks. Group Bravo has a standard USN Table 6.
However, if the initial period produces a less than
80% improvement, then the patient is compressed to 30 msw
and given the pressure profile of USN Table 1A.29 Group
Alpha patients breathe 50/50 oxygen-helium and Group
Bravo breathe 50/50 oxygen-nitrogen.
If the response to this is less than 80% improvement,
then the patient is compressed to 50 msw and given the
pressure profile of USN Table 6A29 or RN Table 64.30 Group
Bravo have a standard Table USN 6A or RN Table 64,
breathing air and oxygen. Group Alpha patients are limited
to USN Table 6A and breathe 20/80 oxygen-helium and 50/
50 oxygen-helium instead of air and oxygen. Repeat treatments, made necessary by relapsing or persistent problems,
are conducted according to the Royal Adelaide Hospital
protocol of 18 m for 60 minutes on oxygen with a 30 minute
decompression (RAH 18/60/30). Group Alpha have 50/50
oxygen-helium, Group Bravo breathe 100% oxygen. Treatments are given daily until the problems resolve or two
successive treatments do not produce any sustained improvement. A treatment algorithm for the study is shown in
Figure 1.
Individual informed consent is obtained from each
patient. In the event of any patient being unconscious or
confused, consent for participation in the trial is sought
initially from a first-degree relative. Women who are known
or suspected to be pregnant are excluded from the trial.
Response is based on history and examination findings; and in particular, visual analogue scales for pain and
sensation,31 serial-7 performance (time and errors), memory
of a Babcock sentence (number of trials), muscle power
percentages and sharpened Romberg testing (percentage
time stable). Outcome is assessed clinically as this is still the
most sensitive measure available.32 Assessments are made
during the first treatment (frequency of compression to 30
and 50 msw and cost), after the first treatment (signs and
symptoms), at the time of discharge from hospital (number
of treatments, adjuvant care, signs and symptoms), at one
and six months and one year later (signs and symptoms).
Data are stored in a dBase IV database and are subject
to sequential analysis by an independent blinded observer.
The study will be stopped either when the difference in
outcome at one month reaches a significance level of 0.05 or
group sizes of 50 are exceeded for both groups (and providing the groups are directly comparable). Relative group
composition and outcome are tested by t-test (parametric
data) and by calculation of Fisher’s exact p value. When
multiple simultaneous comparisons are made, the Bonferroni
correction is applied.33
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RNZN HYPERBARIC UNIT
TREATMENT FLOW CHARTS
Randomise to Alpha or Bravo group

Compress to 18 msw on air
Alpha

Bravo

Initiate RNZN 62 Alpha

Initiate RN 62

After 45 minutes is there
more than 80% improvement ?

After 45 minutes is there
more than 80% improvement ?

No

Yes

Yes

No

Compress to 30 msw
Patient remains on
50/50 oxy/helium.
Initiate RNZN 1 Alpha

Complete
RNZN 62 Alpha
with extensions
if needed

Complete RN 62
with extensions
if needed

Put patient on
50/50 oxy/nitrogen.
Compress to 30 msw.
Initiate RNZN 1

Complete
RNZN 1 Alpha
with extensions
if needed

Complete
RNZN 1
with extensions
if needed

After 25 minutes
at 30 msw is there
more than
80% improvement ?

Yes

Yes

After 25 minutes
at 30 msw is there more
than 80% improvement ?

No
Confirm diagnosis

No
No

No

Compress to 50 msw
On arrival, patient on 20/80
oxy/helium. Attendant on
chamber atmosphere

Compress to 50 msw
Initiate RN 63

Complete
RN 63

Initiate RNZN 63
On arrival at 18 msw
is there more than 80%
improvement ?

Yes

After 30 minutes at 50 msw
is there more than 80%
improvement ?
No

Yes

Complete
RNZN 63

Remain at 50 msw for a
further 90 minutes then
decompress according to
RN 64

No
Put patient on oxygen for 60
minutes then intitiate
18 msw AIR SATURATION

Confirm diagnosis

Complete
RN 64

Yes

On arrival at 18 msw
is there more than 80%
improvement ?
No
Initiate
18 msw AIR SATURATION

NOTES
All follow up treatments are to be on Table 18:60:30.
- Follow up treatments are to be on the gas they were treated on.
Follow up treatments are to continue until there is no sustained response to two successive treatments.
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Interim results
9
Thirty recreational divers have been treated for DCI
at Royal New Zealand Naval Hospital in the first 4 months
of 1992 and have participated in the study. No significant
differences are manifest to date and the small groups are not
yet directly comparable.
10
Discussion
11
The need to test alternative treatment regimens for
recreational divers in Australasia has been well established
by an unacceptably high local treatment failure rate.4-7 A
potential role for oxygen-helium in lieu of 100% oxygen in
recompression is shown in vivo,14-16 and clinically, although
anecdotally.17 The trial described here should demonstrate
any utility for oxygen-helium treatment in injured Australasian air-breathing divers.
The reasons for the difference in outcome between
Australasian divers4-7 and USN divers2,3 when treated for
DCI on USN algorithms29 are uncertain (perhaps the delay
prior to treatment is critical32), but are not the subject of and
will not be answered by this study.
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NATURAL OBSERVATIONS OF DIVING
INCIDENTS
Jeffrey Wilks and Lindsay Christie

Introduction
Safety has always been a concern for the recreational
diving industry. While the major accident rate is very low
compared to other sporting groups,1,2 the consequences of an
underwater accident can often be more serious than injuries
on land. At a time when there is an increased willingness for
the public to sue sports coaches and administrators for any
alleged breach in their “duties of care”, 3,4 the diving industry
needs to look carefully at cost effective methods of improving safety. While formal legislation5 or industry Codes of
Practice6 may provide frameworks for safety, other informal
methods of preventing accidents should also be examined
for their potential contribution.
The term “diving incident” has been used by Acott
and his colleagues7 to describe “An error by a diver, or a
failure of his or her equipment to function properly. The
error or failure could have led to more serious consequences,
had it not been detected or corrected in time”. An incident
has the makings of an accident, where things actually do go
wrong, but does not necessarily lead to an accident.
While the term “diving incident” is relatively new,
scuba instructors have appreciated the importance of early
recognition in accident prevention for some time.8,9 Reviews
of diving accidents consistently highlight some common
factors contributing to the accident scenarios. These include
medical and psychological factors, dangerous environmental conditions and equipment difficulties.10-14
Some of these problems may be difficult for a dive
supervisor to overcome (e.g. undetected faulty personal
equipment), whereas other problems might be prevented
with detailed dive briefings and greater awareness of areas
where accidents are likely to occur. For example, after
reviewing 264 Japanese diver fatalities Mano and
Shibayama15 concluded that poor diving technique and reckless diving were the main causes of fatalities. They also
noted that many accidents they investigated could be predicted on the basis of their non-existent or inadequate dive
planning, and only a few accidents occurred that could not
have been prevented.
The Diving Incidents approach to accident prevention suggested by Acott and his associates7 focuses attention
on those areas of activity where problems are likely to arise.
In their pilot study they asked divers to record any incidents
they had observed during a dive on a questionnaire report
form. Of the total of 69 incidents reported, 36 occurred
during the dive itself. A further 15 incidents occurred during
preparation for the dive, and another five during entry.

